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Abstract: We report magnetic, EPR, and computational studies on 

two representative examples of structurally well-characterized one 

dimension (1D) molecular systems: the copper complexes catena-

[bis(-pyridine-2-carboxylato)-copper dihydrate] and catena-[(2-

pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylato)-diaqua-copper(II)], hereafter 1 and 2, 

respectively. Experimental and theoretical results confirmed that the 

structural chains in both compounds behave as magnetic chains in 

which the copper ions are weakly coupled by isotropic exchange. 

Magnetic susceptibility measurements of 1 suggested that the 

copper ions are antiferromagnetically coupled whereas EPR 

measurements suggested ferromagnetic coupling at temperature 

above 100 K which becomes antiferromagnetic at low temperatures. 

Computational calculations would indicate that the ferromagnetic-

antiferromagnetic change may be due to dCu-Oap shortening on 

lowering temperature temperature (a fact that was observed 

experimentally by XRD at low temperatures), which redistributes the 

small Cu(II) unpaired spin density delocalized on the apical ligand to 

copper. The 1D magnetic behavior of the zigzag ladder chain of 2 is 

less detectable than that of the single chain of 1. Magnetic 

susceptibility measurements in conjunction with computational 

calculations showed that the pathways that give rise to the 1D ladder 

transmit ferromagnetic exchange interactions with different strengths, 

with the stronger interaction being transmitted along the rungs. The 

role of the weaker exchange interactions transmitted along the rails 

on the magnetic dimensionality of 2 is analyzed. 

Introduction 

The study of exchange coupled systems is a field of the 

molecular magnetism that impacts on very different disciplines, 

such as the design of magnetic materials and the 

characterization of electron transfer pathways in redox 

proteins.[1] The design of solid state molecular magnets requires 

to synthetize compounds formed by isolated magnetic clusters, 

a goal difficult to achieve as the pathways that link up these 

centers usually transmit non-negligible exchange interactions 

that may shape the overall magnetic behavior of a given 

compound. Identical considerations apply for one dimension 

(1D) and two dimension (2D) magnetic systems, for which the 

presence of negligible inter-chain/layer exchange interactions is 

required [1b, 2] The impact on biology is perhaps less visualized. 

Biological systems such as electron transfer proteins and redox 

enzymes perform electron transfer reactions through long 

distances mediated by chemical pathways that involve 

paramagnetic centers bridged by non-covalent and covalent 

links,[3] which additionally may transmit very weak exchange 

interactions.[1a, 4] Exchange coupling constants associated with 

these links can be used to infer on the ability of these pathways 

to serve as electron conduits, and thus to learn on electron 

transfer processes in biological redox systems.[5] 

In the last years, considerable efforts have been oriented to 

characterize 1D molecular systems coupled by exchange. 

Besides the theoretical interest in the study of 1D magnetic 

systems formed by similar and dissimilar spin topologies, the 

discovery that they may experiment the blocking of the 

magnetization at very low temperatures suggested their potential 

use in magnetism-based technological applications.[1b, 6] The 

magnetic characterization of 1D exchange coupled systems is 

usually performed by conventional magnetic measurements in 

the temperature range of 2 K-room temperature assigning the 

1D magnetic axis to that predicted by structural data.[6e, 7] This 

methodology has proven to be very valuable, but its utility is 

rather limited for those cases of very weakly exchange coupled 

systems (|J| < 2 cm-1), as magnetic data of extended systems in 

the 2 K-room temperature range show in most cases simple 

Curie-Weiss behaviors. These limitations can be overcome by 

means of single crystal EPR spectroscopy, which, irrespective of 

the strength of the exchange interaction, allows one to confirm 

unambiguously the magnetic chain direction from the angular 

variation of the EPR linewidth on the basis of the effect caused 
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by dimensionality in the spin dynamics of the systems.[8] 

Furthermore, these procedures have also shown in some cases 

not only a mismatch between magnetic and structural axes,[9] 

but also a different dimensionality.[10] 

In addition to exchange-coupled spins along a single chain, a 

variety of 1D structural systems with different spin topologies 

have been reported.[6e, 6f, 11] Among them, ladder-type systems 

with parallel and zigzag rungs have been studied due to their 

interesting and variable quantum properties. These undoubtedly 

are 1D systems from a structural point of view, but, the 

associated spin dynamic might be different to that observed in 

1D magnetic systems of single chains, as is governed by both 

rung and rail exchange interactions.[12]  

The copper complexes catena-[bis(-pyridine-2-carboxylato)-

copper dihydrate][13] and catena-[(2-pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylato)-

diaqua-copper(II)][14] (hereafter 1 and 2, respectively) are two 

representative examples of structurally well-characterized 1D 

molecular systems. Pyridine-2-carboxylic acid and Pyridine-2,6-

dicarboxylic acid, also known as Picolinic and Dipicolinic acids, 

respectively, are organic molecules widely studied as ligands in 

coordination chemistry due to their low toxicity, amphophilic 

nature, and numerous biological activities and immune 

responses.[15] The carboxylate O-atoms of Picolinic acid 

molecules bridge copper(II) ions yielding structural linear chains 

in 1. Magnetic susceptibility measurements revealed a Curie-

Weiss behavior typical of very weakly exchange coupled 

systems, but showed an unexpected 

ferromagnetic→antiferromagnetic transition on cooling.[13j] The 

ferromagnetic (FM) behavior observed at high temperatures is 

expected from the structural characteristic of 1, but there is not a 

priori an apparent justification explaining the transition to an 

antiferromagnetic (AFM) state at low temperatures. The 

structure of 2 constitutes an archetype of a ladder with zigzag 

coupling,[14] in which the copper centers should be very weakly 

ferromagnetically coupled by intra- and inter-rail exchange 

interactions on the basis of well-established magneto-structural 

correlations.[16] Magnetic characterization of 2 has not been 

reported to the best of our knowledge. 

In order to provide insight into the magnetic properties of 

structurally 1D systems weakly coupled by exchange, we report 

here a detailed study of the magnetic properties of 1 and 2. 

Single crystal EPR measurements are used to unveil the 

magnetic dimensionality of both compounds. The causes at 

molecular level of the FM/AFM transition of 1 as well as the 

magnetic dimensionality of both compounds are also analyzed 

and rationalized using DFT theory.  

Results and Discussion 

Crystal and Molecular Structure  

X-ray powder diffraction measurements performed on the bulk of 

the crystalized material confirmed that the synthetized 

compounds correspond to structures previously reported for 1 

and 2 (Figure S1), but the difractogram of 1 revealed the 

presence of either a contamination or an extra phase. Since the 

purity of the samples is essential for the studies we report here, 

we confirmed by X-ray single crystal crystallography that the 

structure of 1 corresponds to those previously reported [13], and 

that the single crystals do not show evidences of extra phases 

(Table S1 contains the most important crystallographic data for 1, 

together with a comparison with the structures reported by other 

authors which were used in the theoretical calculations. The cif 

file of 1 obtained by us is available upon request). The structure 

of 1 was firstly reported by Takenaka et al,[13r] followed by a 

number of reports of the same structure with variable quality.[13a-

q, 13s-x] The structure of 2 was reported four times.[14] A brief 

description of the crystal and molecular structures of 1 and 2 as 

reported in [13s] and [14b] is presented in order to interpret 

magnetic and EPR experiments and computational calculations.  

1 crystallizes in the triclinic system, space group 𝑃1̅, Z= 1.[13s] 

The Cu(II) ions are in a slightly distorted octahedral environment 

coordinated to four carboxylic oxygen atoms (O1, O1A, O2 and 

O2A) and to two pyridine nitrogen atoms (N1 and N1A).  

Figure 1. Coordination around the copper(II) ion of 1 and intra an inter-chain 

pathways linking copper(II) ions. Interchain links are provided by hydrogen 

bonds (A) and CO- (B) interactions. Cu-Cu distances are in Å. 

Crystallographic axes are indicated. 

The crystal lattice of 1 is composed of magnetically equivalent 

Cu(II) ion chains running along the crystallographic a crystal axis 

(Figure 1A). The intrachain pathway is composed of two 

symmetry related carboxylate moieties, in which the oxygen 

atoms act as equatorial and apical ligands to adjacent Cu(II) 

ions, respectively. Adjacent chains are mainly stabilized by two 

types of interactions. One of them is established by reticular 

zigzag chains, also running along the a crystal axis, of 

hydrogen-bonded water molecules (Figure 1A). The second 

interaction is determined by symmetrical double CO- 

interactions between the carboxylate group and the picoline 

pyridine ring (Figure 1B). There are 24 reported crystallographic 

structures of 1 in the Cambridge Crystallographic Data 

Center.[13] Most of them were determined at room temperature 

whereas the remaining ones in the temperature range 99-180 K. 

An inspection of the cell parameters for 22 of these structures as 

a function of temperature reveals a slight but non-negligible 

distortion of the crystal unit cell when temperature varies. As 

temperature decreases, the lengths of the unit cell edges (a, b, 

c) and the unit cell volume decrease, whereas the angles 

between edges (α, β, γ) increase (Figure S2). Changes in unit 

cell parameters correlate with an expected low temperature 

shortening of both the Cu-Oap distance and the separation 

between picolinic acid moieties interacting through CO- 

interactions (Figure S2). This behavior will be taken into account 

when analyzing EPR and magnetic susceptibility results given 

below.  
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2 crystallizes in the monoclinic system, space group P21/c, Z= 

4.[14b] Cu(II) ions are in a slightly distorted octahedral 

environment coordinated to two water oxygen atoms (O5 and 

O6), two carboxylic oxygen atoms (O1 and O3) and the pyridine 

nitrogen atom (N1) of the same Dipicolinic acid moiety, and one 

oxygen atom (O3C) from an adjacent Dipicolinic acid molecule. 

O3C and O6 occupy the apical positions of the octahedron. 

Figure 2. Coordination around copper(II) ions of 2. A) Crystal lattice 

perspective showing a chain of Cu(II) ions running along the c crystal axis. J1, 

J2 and J3 indicate intrachain pathways connecting Cu(II) ions. B) Crystal lattice 

perspective showing interchain interactions. Cu-Cu distances are in Å. 

Crystallographic axes are indicated. 

Copper ion chains of 2 present a ladder-like structure with rails 

running along the c crystal axis and zigzag rungs (Figure 2A). 

The chain is composed of C2b symmetry related complexes 

identified as CuA (x, y, z) and CuB (-x, 1/2+y, 1/2-z) (dCu-Cu= 

3.870 Å). Inter-rail pathways are identified as J1 (–

Cu−O3−Cu−) and J2 (–Cu−O5…O1−Cu−) whereas the intra-rail 

pathway as J3 (–Cu−O6…O2−C−−Cu−) Adjacent chains are 

stabilized by the pathway identified as J4 in Figure 2B. 

 

Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements 

Temperature−dependent magnetic susceptibility (χ) 

measurements of powder samples of 1 and 2 (see experimental 

section for powder sample preparation) are shown in the upper 

and lower panels, respectively, of Figure 3 and Figure S3. Both 

compounds show a Curie-Weiss behavior typical of 

mononuclear copper(II) centers weakly coupled by exchange. A 

plot of T vs T of 1 shows an antiferromagnetic behavior at low 

temperatures in line with Luo et al,[13j] but the T data at high 

temperature do not show the constant behavior expected for 

weakly exchange coupled S=1/2 spins.[16] In this regard, our 

results are not conclusive on the ferromagnetic behavior above 

40 K previously reported.[13j] On the other hand, from the 

comparison of all the reported structures we noted that 1 

experiences subtle structural changes with temperature (Figure 

S2), suggesting that they could be responsible for the untypical 

magnetic behavior of 1 with temperature. The fact that no clear 

conclusion could be obtained from magnetic measurements led 

us to perform further EPR studies as a function of temperature 

for 1, which will be shown and rationalized with DFT calculations 

below. 

In contrast to that observed in 1, the plot T vs T of 2 indicates 

ferromagnetic coupling between copper ions in the temperature 

range (Figure 3, lower panel). The analysis of these data 

assuming a Curie-Weiss model yielded C = 0.3484 (2) 

emuK/mol and  = 1.22 (3) K.  

 

Figure 3. Plot of the inverse of the magnetic susceptibility -1(T) vs T for 1 

(upper) and 2 (lower). Parameters were obtained by least squares fitting a 

Curie-Weiss model to the data. T vs T plots of the data are shown in the 

insets. Curie-Weiss analysis was performed in the temperature range 1.8 to 

100 K. 

Powder EPR Spectra  

X− and Q−band powder (see experimental section for powder 

sample preparation) EPR spectra of 1 and 2 at room 

temperature are shown in Figure 4. Spectra of 1 show nearly 

axial symmetry (g//,┴= 2.239, 2.059 at X−band; g1,2,3= 2.229, 

2.049, 2.042 at Q−band) with no evidences of hyperfine 

structure with the copper nucleus, indicating that this interaction 

is collapsed by exchange.[17] EPR spectra of 2 show also axial 

symmetry but with g┴ > g// (g//, ┴= 2.089, 2.191, X−band; g//, ┴= 

2.085, 2.188, Q−band). Like 1, no evidences of hyperfine 

structure are observed due to Cu-Cu exchange interactions. As 

shown below under Single Crystal EPR, this axial symmetry 

must not be associated with individual copper sites because 

EPR spectra of 2 result from the collapse of the resonances 

associated with two magnetically inequivalent CuA and CuB ions 

(Figure 2). 
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Figure 4. Powder EPR spectra (black solid lines) of 1 (upper) and 2 (lower) at 

room temperature together with simulation (red solid lines). Left panel, 

X−band; right panel, Q−band. 

As said above, as no clear conclusion could be obtained from 

the temperature-dependent magnetic data of 1, we performed 

X−band EPR measurements on powder samples as a function of 

temperature. Spectra taken at different temperatures (4 K-room 

temperature) under non-saturating conditions are essentially 

identical, with the most significant difference being the intensity 

of the EPR signal, the lower the temperature, the higher the 

intensity. As the power absorption of the magnetic-resonance 

transition is proportional to the dynamic magnetic susceptibility 

”,[18] we plotted the product AT vs T, with A being the area of 

the EPR absorption (Figure 5). EPR results suggest a 

ferromagnetic behavior at high temperature, which is not 

observed from the magnetic measurements (Figure 3). This fact 

could be due to the low values of the magnetic moment at high 

temperature, which results in the untypical T vs T curve at high 

temperatures. 

Figure 5. Inverse of the area (A) of the powder EPR absorption as a function 

of temperature. The inset shows the plot of AT vs T. A was obtained by double 

integration of the spectra. 

Single Crystal EPR: the g-matrix  

Single crystal EPR spectra at X− and Q−band and room 

temperature of 1 and 2 showed a single Lorentzian resonance 

line with no evidences of hyperfine structure for all tested 

magnetic field directions (Figures S4, S5, and S7). This 

indicates, in line with powder measurements, the presence of 

exchange interactions strong enough to collapse the hyperfine 

structure of the Cu(II) ions in both compounds, as well as the 

resonances of the two magnetically inequivalent Cu(II) ions of 2.  

For an extended lattice of magnetically equivalent S=1/2 spins 

coupled by exchange, the position of the single absorption line is 

given by the Zeeman Hamiltonian 

Hz= B S.g.B        (1) 

where S= Si is the total spin, with Si being the spin on the 

copper site i of the lattice (Si=1/2), g is a 33 matrix, B is the 

external magnetic field, and B is the Bohr magneton. This g-

matrix will be referred to as the molecular g-matrix for 1, as all 

the copper centers of the crystal lattice are magnetically 

equivalent. Eq 1 is also valid for 2, but the g-matrix corresponds 

to the average of the molecular g-matrices of the magnetically 

inequivalent copper centers, g= (gA+gB)/2; g which will be 

referred to as the crystal g-matrix in this case.[1a] 

We determined g-matrix components evaluating the positions of 

the resonance lines by least squares fitting the derivative of a 

Lorentzian to the experimental spectra at X− and Q−band. The 

angular variations of the g2-factors in the lab frame (Figure 6 and 

Figure S6) were analyzed as reported elsewhere.[19]  

Figure 6. X−band angular variation of g2–factors in three crystal planes of 1 

(upper) and 2 (lower). The insets show the g-eigenvectors in the molecular 

frame. 
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g2-matrix components for both compounds together with its 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors are given in Table 1. The diagonal 

g-matrix of 1 at both X− and Q−bands shows nearly axial 

symmetry with g// (g1) ~ lying along the normal to the copper 

equatorial plane, and g⊥-values lying on the equatorial plane, as 

expected for a copper site in a nearly square planar coordination 

(see inset on Figure 6 upper). 

Table 1. g2-matrix components of 1 and 2 together with eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors. 

1  

X−Band / Q−Band  

𝑔𝑥𝑥
2 = 4.490(1) / 4.493(2) 𝑔𝑥𝑦

2 = 0.033(2) / 0.069(2) 

𝑔𝑦𝑦
2 = 4.256(1) / 4.218(2) 𝑔𝑧𝑥

2 = 0.369(2) / 0.394(2) 

𝑔𝑧𝑧
2 = 4.714(1) / 4.643(2) 𝑔𝑧𝑦

2 = −0.035(2) / −0.046(2) 

  

𝑔1= 2.234(2) / 2.229(3) a1 = [0.595(1), 0.065(2), 0.801(1)] / 

       [0.639(1), 0.011(3), 0.770(1)] 

𝑔2= 2.053(2) / 2.026(3) 
a2 = [0.800(1), −0.15(4), −0.582(5)] /  

       [0.623(5), −0.594(8), −0.509(4)] 

𝑔3= 2.063(1) / 2.068(3) 
a3 = [0.08(3), 0.987(6), −0.14(2)] /  

       [0.451(7), 0.804(6), −0.386(6)] 

2  

X−Band / Q−Band  

𝑔𝑥𝑥
2 = 4.533(2) / 4.479(2) 𝑔𝑥𝑦

2 = 0.000(2) / −0.002(3) 

𝑔𝑦𝑦
2 = 4.788(2) / 4.762(2) 𝑔𝑧𝑥

2 = 0.202(2) / 0.203(3) 

𝑔𝑧𝑧
2 = 4.634(2) / 4.613(2) 𝑔𝑧𝑦

2 = 0.000(2) / −0.000(3) 

  

𝑔1= 2.189(3) / 2.182(2) 
a1 = [0.61(7), 0.0(5), 0.79(9)] /  

        [0.3(4), −0.9(3), 0.4(5)] 

𝑔2= 2.092(3) / 2.081(3) 
a2 = [0.788(2), −0.000(5), −0.616(3)] /  

        [0.811(2), 0.002(4), −0.585(3)] 

𝑔3= 2.188(2) / 2.182(2) 
a3 = [0.0(3), −1.0(1), 0.384(4)] /  

        [0.5(2), 0.5(6), 0.7(2)] 

 

The g2 angular variation of 2 at X− and Q−band (Figure 6 lower 

and Figure S6) follows the symmetry of the monoclinic lattice of 

2, i.e. C2 symmetry around the b crystal axis. This angular 

variation is determined by the average of the molecular g-factors 

of the magnetically inequivalent CuA and CuB ions (Figure 2A). 

Thus, the axial symmetry of 2 with g⊥ > g// is merely due to the 

particular spatial orientation of CuA and CuB sites in the crystal 

lattice, and must not be ascribed to the molecular g-matrix 

symmetry of single copper ions. Since copper sites of 2 present 

nearly square planar coordination, we calculated the molecular 

g-parameters from the crystal g2-matrix assuming a Cu(II) site 

with axial symmetry.[20] The results thus obtained (Table 1) 

showed that the g|| eigenvector is approximately lying along the 

normal to the equatorial ligand plane (see inset on Figure 6 

lower), confirming our assumption. Thus, the molecular g-

matrices in 1 and 2 indicate that the main contribution to the 

ground state of the copper ions is given by a dx2-y2 orbital in 

both compounds, which indicates that the unpaired spin density 

is mainly localized on the equatorial plane of the copper sites.  

Single crystal EPR: linewidth analysis  

The Hamiltonian that governs the EPR absorption spectrum of 

an extended system showing a single exchange-collapsed 

absorption is 

H = Hz + Hex + H´        (2) 

where Hz was defined in eq 1, Hex, Hex= -i<j Jij Si·Sj, is the 

isotropic exchange interaction between the spins localized on 

copper sites i and j of the lattice, and H´ involves interactions 

such as dipole-dipole and hyperfine interactions, among 

others.[21] 

The contributions to the EPR linewidth of the different 

interactions in 3D extended lattices can be rationalized on the 

basis of Kubo and Tomita (KT) and Anderson theories, in which 

H´ terms are taken as perturbations to Hz+Hex (eq 2).[22] For 

those systems showing a single absorption line narrowed by 

exchange, the absorption spectra are Lorentzian with positions 

given by Hz (eqs 1 and 2) and a symmetrical linewidth 

determined by  M2/J, where M2 is the second moment of each 

interaction contributing to H´. This means that the resulting 

linewitdh is a compromise between H´ terms and isotropic 

exchange, which yield broadening and narrowing of the 

resonance lines, respectively.[21, 23] The analysis of the effect of 

dipolar interaction on the EPR spectra under KT approach 

requires four time-dependent spin correlation functions usually 

approximated by products of the type <Si(t)Sj>; < > means 

averages over the statistical ensemble, which involve different 

sites of the crystal lattice.[23] The physical meaning of these 

functions is how the spin state of Si transfer its excitation to Sj as 

a function of time; in brief, the time decay of these functions 

depends on J, the greater the J, the faster the decay. The same 

occurs for e.g. the hyperfine interaction, but in this case, only 

one-site self-correlation functions are involved in the EPR 

linewidth contribution. Thus, the resulting Lorentzian line in 3D 

systems is due to the fast time decay of the time-dependent spin 

correlation functions of all the H´ terms, although it might not 

occur for systems with lower dimensionality. 

The KT perturbing approach may also be used to rationalize 

exchange-coupled 1D systems in which dipolar interactions 

along the chain are predominant (also for 2D).[24] However, in 

this case spin correlations functions decay rapidly at short times 

becoming slower at larger times due to the obvious lattice 

constraint imposed by the 1D lattice. This determines resonance 

lineshapes that are in between Lorentzian and Gaussian, and 

W-shaped linewidth angular variations [(1-3 cos2 θc)
4/3] with 

maxima for the magnetic field lying along the chain direction (θc= 

0º) and minima at the magic angle (θc= 54.7º).[24] A distinct 

behavior should also be expected for the contribution of the 

hyperfine interaction between the electron spin (S) and its own 

nucleus (I) in a 1D system as well as for other interactions 

involved in H´. However, as said above, hyperfine interactions 

involve only one-site self-correlation functions. Since the 

behavior of these functions with time depends solely on the J-

couplings between spins irrespectively of the dimensionality of 

the crystal lattice, their contribution to the EPR linewidth in 1D 

systems is similar to that observed in 3D systems. A similar 

situation was shown to occur for the linewidth contribution due to 

magnetically inequivalent centers in the lattice.[25] In summary, 

linewidths in 1D systems may present two distinct contributions 

that impact on both resonance lineshape and angular variation. 

When the predominant H´ term is the dipolar interaction, the 

resulting absorption line is in between Lorentzian and Gaussian 
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with W-shaped angular variation. In contrast, when interactions 

such as the hyperfine interaction are predominant, the lineshape 

should be close to Lorentzian with and angular variation similar 

to that of g2, but with the 1D W-shaped angular variation of the 

dipolar interaction superposed. 

In line with above discussion, linewidth data shown in Figure 7 

show two distinguishable main contributions. One of them is 

similar to that of the angular variation of g2 (180 periodicity), in 

line with angular dependences mainly governed by the second 

moment of the hyperfine interaction with the copper nuclei.[23, 26] 

The second main contribution clearly noticeable in the xy and zx 

planes of 1 and 2, respectively (Figure 7) comes from dipolar 

interactions, which as seen above, are highly dependent on the 

magnetic dimensionality of the system.  

To disentangle the dipole-dipole contributions from the whole 

linewidth angular variation, we analyzed the data in Figure 7 with 

the equation  

Bpp (,)= A1 sin2 cos2 + A2 sin2 sin2 + A3 cos2  + A4 2 

sin2 cos sin + A5 2 sin cos cos + A6 2 sin sin cos + A7 

f(θ, )    (3) 

in which A1-A6 coefficients take into account contributions with 

angular variations of 180 periodicity, whereas contributions 

from dipolar interactions are weighted by A7. f(θ, ) in eq 3 

represents two different alternatives to analyze the dipolar 

contribution, i.e. the dipolar second moment and (1-3 cos2 θc)
4/3 

in the 3D and 1D cases, respectively. Note also that the 

linewidth data in both compounds show small frequency-

dependent contributions,[23, 26] which are folded into the A1-A6 

coefficients. Least squares analysis of eq 3 to the data 

considering the chain model for the dipolar interaction are shown 

as solid lines in Figures 7; A1-A7 parameters are given in Table 2.  

Figure 7. Angular variation of the linewidth data at X− and Q−bands (black 

and red) in three crystal planes of 1 (left panel) and 2 (right panel). The solid 

lines were obtained by least squares fitting equation 3 to the data assuming 

1D magnetic behavior. 

Least squares analysis to the data assuming the 3D model 

(second moment of the dipolar interaction) performed as 

explained elsewhere[27] yielded A7-coefficients less than the 

uncertainty of the method (~ 0.1 mT) (not shown), which 

indicates that neither 1 nor 2 behave as 3D systems regarding 

the dipolar interaction. The good agreement between fitting and 

experimental data for 1 indicates a good correlation between 

magnetism and structure, i.e. structural and magnetic chains are 

the same. In contrast, least squares analyses of 2 yielded A7 

parameter, though higher, closer to the uncertainty of the EPR 

method (~ 0.1 mT). Although these results are also in line with a 

1D magnetic behavior, the zigzag ladder chain of 2 is not clearly 

detected as in 1. The 1D magnetic behavior of 1 and 2 will be 

rationalized in the next section. 

Table 2. Ai coefficients obtained by least squares fitting eq 3 to the EPR 

linewidth data in Figure 7. 

Ai coefficients (mT) 

X−/Q−band 
1 2 

   

A1 4.9/2.4 5.5/5.5 

A2 2.4/1.4 11.4/10.4 

A3 3.5/2.1 7.6/6.7 

A4 0.8/0.5  

A5 2.3/2.2  0.9/0.8 

A6 −1.3/−1.9  

A7 1.8/2.3 0.3/0.7 

 

 

Computational calculations 

1. First principle computation of the intrachain coupling J of 1 

was performed using the coordinates from four X-ray crystal 

structures deposited in the CCDC, which will be identified with 

the respective Refcode (entry ID). Calculations indicated that the 

copper(II) ions are ferromagnetically coupled above ~ 50 K with 

J-values of 1.2 cm-1 (CUPICH02),[13o]  1.2 cm-1 (CUPICH17),[13s] 

1.1 cm-1 (CUPICH14),[13g] and 0.85 cm-1 (CUPICH20).[13i] 

Although dissimilar values related to small structural differences 

in bonding distances of the four structures were obtained, they 

are indicative of the sign and magnitude of the exchange 

interaction transmitted by the intrachain pathway shown in 

Figure 1A. The interchain exchange constant computed 

assuming two isolated chains is within the error of the theoretical 

method used (J < 0.01 cm-1, Figure 1). Intra and interchain J-

values are in line with the 1D nature of 1 detected in the EPR 

experiment. They are also in line with EPR data above ~50 K 

(Figure 5), but inconsistent with the fact that 1 becomes 

antiferromagnetic below that temperature. 

Since most crystal data show a small decrease in the length of 

the Cu-Oap bond on lowering temperature (Figure S2), we 

investigated the dependence of J as a function of dCu-Oap upon 

symmetrically approaching two adjacent Cu(II) complexes 

situated along the chain by reducing the a-axis of the unit cell of 

CUPICH17 and CUPICH20 structures (Figure 1A). These 

calculations showed that dCu-Oap shortening yields lower 

ferromagnetic couplings, which becomes antiferromagnetic at 

distances less than 2.30 Å (  0.4 Å) and 2.54 Å (  0.16 Å) 

for CUPICH17 and CUPICH20, respectively (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. Exchange interaction (J) as a function of dCu-Oap computed from 

CUPICH17 and CUPICH20 X-ray structures of 1. The solid lines joining the 

symbols are to help the eye. 

To rationalize the FM-AFM transition of 1, we calculated the 

unpaired spin density of the Cu(II) ion and its ligands at two 

arbitrary distances dCu-Oap of 2.706 Å (FM state) and 2.2606 Å 

(AFM state) using as model the CUPICH17 structure.[13s] As 

shown in Figure 9, a small fraction of unpaired spin density of 

the Cu(II) ion is delocalized on the “p//” orbital of the apical O-

carboxylate Cu(II) ligand in the ferromagnetic state, whereas on 

the “p⊥” orbital in the AFM state (// and ⊥ refer to the parallel and 

perpendicular directions to the Cu-Oap direction, respectively). 

Inspection of the unpaired spin density on the rest of the copper 

ligands indicated that it does not significantly change as a 

function of dCu-Oap. Thus, the computational results would 

indicate that the cause of the FM-AFM change implies the 

reorganization of the small unpaired copper spin delocalization 

on the Cu(II) apical ligand. 

Figure 9. Unpaired spin density of the AFM (left) and FM (right) states. Alfa 

and beta spin densities are in blue and red, respectively. The scheme at the 

center displays the 2p-type orbitals of the Oap ligand, where // and ⊥ symbols 

refer to the parallel and perpendicular directions to the Cu-Oap direction, 

respectively. The figure was constructed with an isosurface value of 0.0001 

e/Å3. 

2. Figure 10 shows a schematic view of the ladder-type chains 

of 2 depicted in Figure 2, which is also named triangle-type 

ladder in the literature.[28] Calculations of the inter-chain 

exchange interactions (J4, see also Figure 2B) as explained in 

the experimental section yielded values within the error of the 

method (J ~ 0.01 cm-1), and hence not considered in our 

analysis. 

 

Figure 10. Schematic view of the zigzag ladder chain of 2 indicating the 

isotropic exchange constants associated with the pathways linking neighboring 

spins. J1 and J2 correspond to the exchange interactions transmitted through 

the rungs where J3 along the rails (see also Figure 2A). The ferromagnetic 

state of the supercell is indicated with black arrows (spins up), whereas the 

arrow in red indicates a spin flipped down. 

The exchange Hamiltonian for these types of systems can be 

written  

H= -(J1+J2) SCuBi.(SCuAi+SCuAi+1) - J3 (SCuAi.SCuAi+1+SCuBi.SCuBi+1) (4) 

in which the sum over the index i is omitted for simplicity. 

Computing of the energy of the periodic 6 Cu-containing chain 

(Figure 10) with all spins up (↑↑↑↑↑↑ state), and with one spin 

down (indicated in red in Figure 10, ↑↑↑↓↑↑ state), yielded, 

EAFM-FM = 7 cm-1, which is in line with the ferromagnetic nature 

of 2 revealed by magnetic susceptibility data (lower panel of 

Figure 3). By applying the Hamiltonian in equation 4 to the spin 

states depicted in Figure 10, we obtained H|↑↑↑↑↑↑> = -3/2 (J1 + 

J2 + J3) and H|↑↑↓↑↑↑> = - ½ (J1 + J2 + J3). Then EAFM-FM = (J1 + 

J2 + J3) = 7 cm-1, which comprises contributions from J1, J2 and 

J3.  

In order to elucidate the contribution in both sign and magnitude 

of J1, J2 and J3 to J, we systematically rotated the water 

molecules O5w and O6w together or individually to weaken the H-

bond interaction associated with J2 and J3 pathways (Figure 2A). 

Rotating of the six O5w water molecules involved in the J2 

pathway (J1 and J3 pathways remained unmodified) yielded a 

destabilization of both the FM and AFM states, but the resulting 

ground state remained ferromagnetic (EAFM-FM=(J1 + J3)= 5.4 

cm-1). This showed that J2 stabilizes the ferromagnetic state. The 

same result was obtained by rotating the six O6w water 

molecules (J1 and J2 pathways remained unmodified) which 

yielded EFM-AFM(O6w) =(J1 + J2) = 6.7 cm-1. Rotating of both O5w 

and O6w (J1 pathway remained unmodified) yielded EAFM-

FM(O5w/O6w) = J1 = 6.1 cm-1. These procedures altogether 

indicated that the three chemical pathways transmit 

ferromagnetic exchange interactions.  
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Conclusion 

The magnetic properties of two complexes containing single and 

zigzag ladder Cu(II) ion chains have been characterized and 

analyzed on the basis of theoretical grounds. Single crystal EPR 

spectroscopy in conjunction with magnetic susceptibility 

measurements confirmed that both compounds present 

magnetic chains in which the copper ions are weakly coupled by 

isotropic exchange. EPR measurements as a function of 

temperature 1 suggested that the copper ions are 

ferromagnetically coupled at temperatures above 50 K but 

antiferromagnetically below that temperature. Computational 

calculations indicated that this FM→AFM change is due to dCu-

Oap shortening on lowering temperature, which reorganizes the 

small Cu(II) unpaired spin density delocalized onto the Oap-

ligand to copper. Single crystal EPR spectroscopy experiments 

at very low temperature are necessary to verify whether the 

room-temperature 1D magnetic behavior is kept in the AFM 

state. 

Although the zigzag ladder chain of 2 can be classified as a 1D 

magnetic lattice, single crystal EPR indicated a 1D magnetic 

behavior less evident than that of 1. Magnetic susceptibility 

measurements in conjunction with computational calculations 

showed that the pathways that give rise to the 1D ladder 

transmit ferromagnetic exchange interactions, with the larger 

exchange interaction transmitted through the rungs. However, it 

is evident that the weaker exchange interactions transmitted 

along the rails have some influence on the spin dynamic of 2, 

which results in a magnetic behavior with some differences 

relative to that of single magnetic chains. 

 

Experimental Section 

Materials: All chemicals, of commercially available reagent grade, were 

used as received. Synthesis of 1 and 2 were performed as reported 

elsewhere but with some modifications.[13r, 14c]  

1: Cu(CH3COO).H2O (0.5 mmol, 0.099 g, Fluka) and picolinic acid (1 

mmol, 0.123 g, Sigma-Aldrich) were dissolved in 100 mL of water. The 

mixture was stirred at 80 °C until dissolution. The solution was filtered 

with a 0.22 m Millipore cellulose nitrate membrane and left to evaporate 

slowly at room temperature. After a few days blue-colored prismatic 

single crystals were obtained, which were filtered, washed with a small 

amount of cold water, and air dried. 

2: CuCO3.Cu(OH)2 (4 mmol, 0.221 g, Fluka) was dissolved together with 

dipicolinic acid (4 mmol, 0.167 g, Sigma) in 200 mL of water. The solution 

was stirred for two hours at 60°C, filtered with a 0.22 μm Millipore 

cellulose nitrate membrane and then left to evaporate at 60°C. After a 

few days light blue-colored prismatic single crystals were obtained, 

filtered, rinsed with cold water, and air dried.  

Structure and Morphology of single crystals: Powder X-ray diffraction 

measurements were performed on a Shimadzu XD-D1 diffractometer to 

confirm that the structures correspond to those previously reported (see 

Results section). The morphology of the single crystals, necessary to 

orient the sample for the EPR experiment, were determined on a Carl 

Zeiss Axiolab goniometric microscope. Powder samples either for EPR 

spectroscopy or magnetic measurements were prepared by grinding 

single crystal samples with well-defined morphology. 

EPR Measurements: X- and Q-band CW-EPR spectra were performed 

on a Bruker EMX-Plus spectrometer equipped either with a nitrogen 

continuous-flow cryostat (100-340 K) or with an Oxford helium 

continuous-flow cryostat (4-100 K) and a rectangular cavity and 100 kHz 

field modulation.  

Single crystals of 1 and 2 were oriented by gluing their (011) and (100) 

faces, respectively, to a cleaved KCl cubic holder which defined a set of 

orthogonal xyz laboratory axes. The x axis corresponds to the crystal a 

axis of 1, whereas y= b[sin(90-), cos(90-), 0] and z= c[sincos, 

sinsin, cos]. For 2, y and z axes correspond to the crystal b and c 

axes, respectively. Sample holders were positioned at the center of the 

microwave cavity as explained elsewhere,[19] and rotated at 10° intervals 

with the magnetic field in the xy, zx and zy planes. EPR spectra were 

analyzed with the EasySpin toolbox [29] and homemade programs based 

on MATLAB. 

Magnetic Measurements: Magnetic susceptibility measurements were 

obtained with a Quantum Design MPMS2 SQUID magnetometer. 

Measurements were performed on powder samples of 1 (53.0 mg) and 2 

(40.7 mg) using a gelatin capsule as sample holder with a small (and 

known) diamagnetic contribution at 50 mT in the temperature range of 

1.8 and 300 K. The contribution of the gelatin capsule was subtracted 

from the measured values. The molar magnetic susceptibility values 

were corrected for diamagnetism using the Pascal’s constants (DIA = 

−126.0 ×10−6 cm3 mol−1 and −×10−6 cm3 mol−1 for 1 and 2, 

respectively).[16]  

Computational Calculations: Isotropic exchange interactions were 

calculated using periodic boundary conditions with the first−principle 

screened exchange hybrid density functional of Heyd, Scuseria, and 

Ernzerhof (HSE)[30] and the basis set 6−311G(d,p). Both compounds 

were modeled assuming periodic short chains of Cu(II) centers within the 

unit cell, two for 1, and six for 2. The isotropic exchange coupling 

constant was computed with the equation J = (EAFM − EFM), where EFM is 

the energy of a ferromagnetically coupled chain, and EAFM is the energy 

of the same chain but with one flipped spin. Computed isotropic 

exchange constants comprise both covalent and non-covalent 

interactions. Inter-chain exchange constants were computed assuming 

two adjacent chains with two copper centers each. In the case of 2, to 

evaluate the different exchange constants contributing to J, the water 

molecules O5w and O6w were rotated and then FM and AFM energies 

were computed. Calculations were performed with the structural data of 

both compounds without relaxation.[13g, 13i, 13o, 13s]  
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The picture shows two copper complexes with picolinic and dipicolinic acids containing single and zigzag ladder structural Cu(II) ion 

chains. Magnetic measurements, single crystal EPR, and computational calculations are used to unveil the magnetic dimensionality 

of both systems. Experimental and theoretical results confirmed that the structural chains in both compounds behave as magnetic 

chains despite copper ions are weakly coupled by isotropic exchange. 
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